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shapes and forms, interacting according to a exible protocol. A database is a polished artifact. The Web is closer to
a natural ecosystem.
Why bother then? Because there is tremendous need for
database-like functionality to eciently pro vide and access
data on the Web and for a wide range of applications. And,
despite the di erences, it turns out that database kno who w remains extremely valuable and e ective. The design
of XML query and schema languages has been heavily in uenced by the database communit y. XML query processing
techniques are based on underlying algebras, and use rewrite
rules and execution plans much lik e their relational counterparts. The use of the database paradigm on the Web is a
success story , a testament to the robustness of databases as
a eld.
Much of the traditional framework of database theory
needs to be reinvented in the Web scenario. Data no longer
ts nicely into tables. Instead, it is self-describing and irregular, with little distinction between schema and data.
This has been formalized by semi-structured data. Schemas,
when available, are a far cry from tables, or even from
more complex object-oriented schemas. They provide much
richer mechanisms for specifying exible, recursively nested
structures, possibly ordered. A related problem is that of
constr aints, generalizing to the semi-structured and XML
frameworks classical dependencies like functional and inclusion dependencies. Specifying them often requires recursive
na vigation through the nested data, using path expressions.
Query languages also di er signi cantly from their relational brethren. The lack of schema leads to a more navigational approach, where data is explored from speci c entry
poin ts. The nested structure of data leads to recursion in
queries, in the form of path expressions. Other paradigms
ha ve also pro ven useful, suc
h as structural recursion. Query
languages typically provide mechanisms to construct complex answers. The resulting classes of queries are not always
neat (for example some query languages are not even closed
under composition) so their expressiv enessis not easy to
characterize. The complexity of queries is also hard to evaluate in a relevan tw ayby traditional means (can a query
of complexity logspa ce in the size of the Web be called
tractable?). As a corollary to the rich schema formalisms,
query typechecking has become an important issue.
The development of Internet tec hnology has occurred very
rapidly , initially lea ving theory behind.As is often the case
in suc h situations, practical development sometimes seemed
more ad-hoc than well principled. But, as has also happened
before, order and formal beauty ha ve nonetheless emerged

What does the age of the Web mean for database the ory?
It is a challenge and an opportunity, an exciting journey of
rediscovery. These are some notes from the road.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The Web presents the database area with vast opportunities and commensurate challenges. Databases and the Web
are organically connected at many lev els. Web sites are increasingly pow ered b y databases.Collections of linked Web
pages distributed across the Internet are themselves tempting targets for a database. The emergence of XML as the
lingua franc a of the Web brings some m uchneeded order
and will greatly facilitate the use of database techniques to
manage Web information.
This paper will discuss some of the developments related
to the Web from the viewpoint of database theory. As we
shall see, the Web scenario requires revisiting some of the
basic assumptions of the area. T o be sure, database theory remains as valid as ev er in the classical setting, and the
database industry will continue to represent a multi-billion
dollar target of applicability for the foreseeable future. But
the Web represents an opportunity of an entirely di erent
scale. We are th us at an important juncture. Database theory could retain its classical focus and turn in w ards.Or,
it could attempt to take heads-on the challenge of the Web
and contribute to an important part of its formal foundations. T o do so, it will have to lea ve its familiar shores and
reinvent itself. There are good signs that the journey has
already begun.
What makes the Web scenario di erent from classical databases? In short, everything. A classical database is a coheren tly designed system. The system imposes rigid structure, and provides queries, updates, as well as transactions,
concurrency, integrity, and recovery, in a con trolled environment. The Web escapes any suc h con trol.It is a freeevolving, ever-changing collection of data sources of various
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Figure 1: A semi-structured data graph
in surprising and satisfying ways. One of the most elegant
theoretical developments is the connection of XML schemas
and queries to tree automata. Indeed, while the classical
theory of queries languages is intimately related to nitemodel theory, automata theory has instead emerged as the
natural formal companion to XML. Interestingly, research
on XML is feeding back into tree automata theory and is
re-energizing this somewhat arcane area of language theory.
This connection is a recurring theme throughout the paper.
Database theory has started to tackle the Web, but this is
only the beginning. There is a wide range of Web applications that provide a new frontier for database theory. Here
are some examples. Managing integrated views of multiple
data sources has raised technical issues including view-based
query answering, also related to query optimization and semantic caching. The emergence of Web communities has
raised the need to establish and use ontologies and metadata. Related questions are raised by the need to deal with
non-traditional sources that can be only be accessed by limited patterns. A special challenge is raised by interactive
Web sites, such as those commonly arising in e-commerce
applications. These can be viewed as sources of information,
but also as special forms of active databases implementing a
work ow modeling the interaction with customers or other
sites. Repositories of Web data must cope with the highly
dynamic nature of the Web, and must deal with temporal
aspects related to data freshness, consistency, incomplete
information, and push and pull technology. Search engines
use a mix of database and information retrieval techniques.
The interplay of the two is one of the most challenging issues
yet to be addressed.
In the next section we discuss data on the Web, including
semi-structured data and XML, schemas, and constraints.
Section 3 deals with queries on the Web. We revisit the
classical issues of genericity, order, and query complexity.
Then we present the main approaches to querying the Web,
semi-structured data, and XML. Section 4 discusses query
typechecking. New frontiers are discussed in Section 5, and
the last section provides some conclusions.
This paper is by no means a comprehensive survey of the
developments in database theory related to the Web. Several
excellent articles serving this purpose are referenced in the
paper. The book [2] is an invaluable source of information
on databases and the Web.

2. DATA, SCHEMAS, CONSTRAINTS

To begin, we discuss the kinds of data found on the Web,
and mechanisms to describe its structure by schemas and
constraints.
2.1 Data on the Web

The Web is a fascinating target for databases. But viewing the Web as one huge database to be queried is a daunting
proposition. Data on the Web is irregular, heterogeneous,
and globally distributed. The lack of common structure
and meaning makes it dicult to locate data relevant to
a query or to relate information from di erent sources. But
there is worse: the Web as a whole is in some sense a ctional, virtual object. Like the blind men discovering the
elephant, centralized repositories of Web data can only retrieve by crawling small, locally consistent fragments of the
Web, many of which rapidly become stale. There seems to
be an uncertainty principle at work: it is not possible to capture, let alone maintain, a consistent snapshot of the entire
Web. This is radically di erent from the database framework, where queries have full access to their input. Short of
a well-de ned input, the very meaning of querying the Web
is open to discussion.
Yet there is another side to the story. The Web is a moving target, but it is not arbitrary. As described by Raghavan
[71], the graph structure of Web pages and their hyperlinks
exhibits interesting and fairly stable structural properties
that could be exploited. Search engines use structural properties to nd authoritative Web sites. Identifying and taking
advantage of the stable patterns in the changing Web is a
novel and exciting prospect from a database perspective.
There are more tractable alternatives to viewing the entire Web as a single database. Much of the data exchange
on the Web takes place in more controlled environments. At
one end of the spectrum, many data-intensive Web sites are
really classical databases with XML wrappers. Next, there
are Web sites that provide integrated views of a collection of
distributed data sources. The collection could be statically
de ned or dynamic, but often limited to some community
of users explicitly or implicitly sharing an ontology and the
metadata for using it. At the other end of the spectrum
are servers that aim to extend search engines by answering queries as best possible on the entire Web, or perhaps
on the XML-ized portion of the Web, by a centralized or
decentralized approach.
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<dealer>
<UsedCars>
<ad>
<model>Honda</model>
<year>92</year>
</ad>
</UsedCars>
<NewCars>
<ad>
<model>BMW</model>
</ad>
</NewCars>
</dealer>
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Figure 2: A relational database
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as a subset of SGML. XML is in some sense an augmentation of HTML allowing annotating data with information
about its meaning rather than just its presentation. An
XML document consists of nested elements, with ordered
sub-elements. Each element has a name (also called tag or
label). The full XML has many bells and whistles, but its
simplest abstraction is as a labeled ordered tree (with labels
on nodes), possibly with data values associated to the leaves.
For example, an XML document holding ads for used cars
and new cars is shown in Figure 4 (left), together with its
abstraction as a labeled tree (right, data values omitted).
The emergence of XML has placed increased importance
on labeled trees capturing the structure of XML documents.
However, XML additionally provides a referencing mechanism among elements that allows simulating arbitrary graphs,
and so, semi-structured data. This aspect has been left
out of some formal models for XML, because neither XML
schemas nor query languages take advantage of it.
It is worth mentioning that XML can also be viewed as an
object model. This is illustrated by a standard API for XML
proposed by W3C, where XML documents are described in
terms of the Document Object Model (DOM). Other extensions to XML and DTDs proposed by W3C, such as RDF,
also have an object-oriented avor (see [2] and the W3C
Web site).

D
0

Figure 3: Data graph for R and Q
There can be no single, well-de ned notion of the data
that can be found on the Web. One must focus on speci c
aspects and levels of the Web to nd the data that best
ts one's needs. One might be interested in the graph of
all Web pages and their hyperlinks. Or, one might wish to
focus on XML documents available on the Web and their
internal structure. Alternatively, one might be interested
to provide or retrieve information from databases exporting
XML views or interacting with the outside world through
forms providing limited access.
2.2 Semi-structured data and XML

Semi-structured data is a bare-bones abstraction of the
irregular, self-describing data found across the Web. It is
also motivated by applications such as scienti c databases,
and the integration of heterogeneous data.
Semi-structured data is a labeled graph. The nodes are
viewed as objects and have object ids. They can be atomic
or complex. Complex objects are linked to other objects by
labeled edges. Atomic objects have data values associated
with them. The intent is that schema and data be represented in the same way, and this yields a very exible and
powerful formalism for describing data in a uni ed manner.
Figure 1 shows one such data graph. Relational or objectoriented databases can also be represented as graphs. For
example, the database in Figure 2 is represented by the data
graph in Figure 3. Note that there is no explicit distinction
between data and schema in the graph.
Several variants of the semi-structured data model have
been proposed, with minor di erences in formalism. The
rst semi-structured data model was the Object Exchange
Model (OEM), introduced within the Tsimmis project as
a vehicle for integrating heterogeneous sources [58, 34, 91].
This was soon followed by Lore [6, 75]. Another model,
UnQL, was developed at the University of Pennsylvania [93,
25], motivated by the OEM model and by the ACeDB graph
model used in biological databases [98].
Unlike the semi-structured data models, XML (Extended
Markup Language) does not originate in the database community. It has been introduced in the document community

2.3 Schemas

Schemas for semi-structured data. The exibility of

semi-structured data comes at a price: the loss of schema.
But schemas are very useful. They describe the data and
help query it, and allow query optimization and ecient
storage. To retain some of these advantages, there have
been attempts to recover schema information from semistructured data.
A schema for semi-structured data constrains the paths
(more precisely the sequences of labels along paths) that
can be found in the data graph. This is the natural extension to semi-structured data of relational or object-oriented
schemas. For example, this allows specifying that the paths
found in data graphs representing relations R; Q (Figure 3)
are precisely fdatabase.R.tup.A, database.R.tup.B, database.
R.tup.C, database.Q.tup.C, database.Q.tup.Dg (note that this
is not quite equivalent to the relational schema since it does
not ensure uniqueness of the attributes for each tuple). More
generally, it is useful to be able to specify both paths that
must be found in the data and paths that may be present but
are not required. This leads to two kinds of schemas: lowerbound and upper-bound schemas. Both can be speci ed by
3

graphs summarizing the path information, with semantics
based on the notion of simulation. Consider a data graph D
and another edge-labeled graph G that is used as a schema.
A simulation from G to D is a relation R from the vertices
of G to those of D such that whenever xRu and there is an
edge labeled a from x to y in G, there exists v in D so that
y R v and there is an edge labeled a from u to v in D. It
turns out that simulations can be computed very eciently
[59].
A data graph D satis es the schema graph G as a lower
bound if there exists a simulation from G to D. In particular, this ensures that every sequence of labels found on a
path in G is also found in D. Similarly, D satis es G as
an upper bound if there exists a simulation from D to G.
This in turn ensures that every path of D occurs in G. To
allow more exibility, upper bound schemas have been enriched with disjunctions of labels and wildcards (allowing
any label).
In the typical scenario, schemas for semi-structured data
are not provided a priori but are instead extracted from
the data. Both maximal lower-bound and minimal upperbound schemas can be extracted from data graphs, as well as
schemas summarizing precisely the paths in the data (e.g.,
the data guides of [53]). Clearly, there is a trade-o between accuracy and conciseness of extracted schemas. The
data graph itself can serve as both lower and upper bound
schemas, but this is not satisfactory. Coming up with the
right middle ground is an interesting and largely open problem.
An interesting problem related to schema extraction is
classi cation of the nodes in a data graph. Suppose we
have a lower-bound schema G for a data graph D. It is
natural to de ne the classes as the nodes of G and to place
in a class c all nodes o of D for which cRo holds in the
maximum simulation R from G to D (which always exists).
Interestingly, equivalent classi cations can be de ned using
Datalog programs with greatest- xpoint semantics.
Upper bound schemas were rst de ned in [24] as graph
schemas. The data guides of [53] were anticipated by the
representative objects of [81]. The Datalog approach to typing and classi cation is explored in [80]. The connection
between Datalog and simulation is a special case of a more
general connection between Datalog and asymmetric pebble
games [68].
Schemas for XML. XML marks the \return of the schema"
in semistructured data, in the form of its Data Type De nitions (DTDs). More recently, many schema languages extending DTDs have been proposed, including XML-Schema,
DSD, SOX, RELAX, etc. Most proposals can be found as
technical reports of the W3C (http://www.w3c.org). Comparative presentations of several XML schema languages can
be found in [2] and [72].
A survey of the XML schema languages is beyond the
scope of this paper. We will focus here on DTDs and a very
useful extension allowing to decouple the de nition of the
structure of an element from its name.
Essentially, a DTD is an extended context-free grammar.
The non-terminals of the grammar are the labels (tags) of
elements in the labeled tree corresponding to the XML document. There are no terminal symbols.
Let  be a nite alphabet of labels. A DTD consists of
a set of rules of the form e ! r where e 2  and r is a

regular expression over . There is one such rule for each
e, and the DTD also speci es the label of the root. An
XML document satis es a DTD if it is a derivation of the
extended context-free grammar. That is, for label e with
associated rule e ! r, and each node labeled e, the sequence
of labels of its children spells a word in r. For example,
a DTD might consist of the rules (with -rules omitted):
root : section;

section ! intro; section ; conc

An example of a labeled tree satisfying the above DTD is:
section

intro

section

intro section conc
intro

conc

section

intro

conc

conc

Thus, each DTD d de nes a set of labeled ordered trees,
denoted by sat(d).
It turns out that DTDs have many limitations as schema
languages. Some are addressed in the many extensions that
have been proposed, which are still in a state of ux. For
example, the set of tree languages de nable by DTDs is
not even closed under union (nor other Boolean operators).
Another important limitation is the inability to separate the
type of an element from its name. For example, consider the
dealer document in Figure 4. A DTD corresponding to it
might consist of the rules:
root: dealer
dealer ! UsedCars NewCars
UsedCars ! ad
NewCars ! ad
ad ! model year j model
However, it may be natural for used car ads to have di erent structure than new car ads. There is no mechanism to
do this using DTDs, since rules depend only on the name of
the element, and not on its context. To overcome this limitation, extensions of DTDs provide mechanisms to decouple element names from their types and thus allow contextdependent de nitions of their structure. Interestingly, this
also leads to closure of the de nable sets of trees under
Boolean operations. We show one way to formalize the decoupling of names from types, using the notion of specialized
DTD (studied in [92] and equivalent to formalisms proposed
in [17, 37] and in XML-Schema). The idea is to use whenever necessary \specializations" of element names with their
own type de nition. More precisely, a specialized DTD for
alphabet  is a 4-tuple h; 0 ; d; i where:
(1) ; 0 are nite alphabets;
(2) d is an DTD over 0 ; and,
(3)  is a mapping from 0 to .
Intuitively, 0 provides for some a 2 , a set of specializations of a, namely those a0 2 0 for which (a0 ) = a. Note
that  induces a homomorphism on words over 0 , and also
on trees over 0 (yielding trees over ). We also denote by
 the induced homomorphisms. Let us denote specialized
DTDs by bold letters d,e,f, etc.
Let d = h; 0 ; d; i be a specialized DTD. A tree t over 
satis es d if t 2 (sat(d)). Thus, t is a homomorphic image
under  of a derivation tree in d. Equivalently, a labeled
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tree over  is valid if it can be specialized to a tree which is
valid with respect to the DTD over the specialized alphabet.
For example, we can now write a specialized DTD distinguishing used car ads from new car ads in the dealer
example as follows.  = fdealer, UsedCars, NewCars, ad,
model, yearg, 0 =  [ fadused ; adnew g,  is the identity on
 and (adused ) = (adnew ) = ad and the DTD over 0
(with -rules omitted) is:
root: dealer
dealer ! UsedCars NewCars
UsedCars ! (adused)
NewCars ! (adnew )
adused ! model year
adnew ! model
A less powerful alternative to specialization is to make
type speci cation dependent on a context speci ed by a
path expression. This is done, for example, in XDuce [60,
61]. Such extensions alleviate some limitations of DTDs,
but there are many others. Conspicuously missing is a subtyping mechanism, a drawback partially remedied in later
proposals such as XML-Schema (as well as XDuce). Another interesting aspect is the speci cation of ordering constrains among children of a given element. DTDs use regular expressions for this purpose, and this has several drawbacks, of which we discuss two: excessive power and limited
exibility. On one hand, regular expressions may be too
powerful for most practical situations. For example, they
allow stating properties unlikely to be useful, such as \the
number of UsedCar ads must be even". More restricted formalisms, such as the star-free regular languages, are often
sucient. To understand the signi cance of such restrictions, it is useful to consider a logic-based point of view.
First, note that strings over alphabet  can be viewed as
logical structures over the vocabulary f<; (O )2g where
< is a binary relation and every O is a unary relation.
A string w = a1 : : : an is represented by the logical structure (f1; : : : ; ng; <; (O )2) where < is the natural order
on f1; : : : ; ng, and for each i, i 2 O i ai = . It is
well-known that regular languages are exactly those de nable by Monadic Second-Order (MSO) logic1 on the logical
vocabulary of strings [22, 41]. However, this is much more
powerful than needed by most DTDs. In many cases, the
required properties of valid strings can be expressed simply in First-Order logic (FO). This corresponds to a wellknown subset of the regular languages, called star-free [99].
There is a language-theoretic characterization of star-free
languages: they are precisely described by the star-free regular expressions, which are build from single symbols and
 using concatenation, union, and complement. Another
nice formalism equivalent to FO on strings is propositional
temporal logic over nite words [65]. In temporal logic, one
can make statements such as \each name is immediately followed by the ssn, eventually followed by city, street, and zip
in some order; a phone and email are optional". These are
very intuitive, commonly arising statements and are often
sucient. Without going into details, it turns out that replacing regular languages by star-free languages decreases
the complexity of various problems related to typing.
Another limitation of DTDs arising from the use of regu-

lar expressions is the lack of exibility in specifying ordering
constraints. For example, to state that a1 ; : : : ; an occur in
any order, one has to write a disjunction of n! expressions
a(1) : : : a(n) where  is a permutation of f1; : : : ; ng. Some
extensions of DTDs, such as XML Schema, allow direct speci cation of such constraints. However, the impact of the
enriched syntax on the complexity of manipulations is yet
unclear (see [66] for results on the succinctness of unordered
concatenation such as above).
Many interesting basic questions arise in connection to
XML schemas. How hard is it to check validity of an XML
document with respect to a schema? When can a set of
XML documents be characterized by a schema? Is there always a most precise schema describing a given set of XML
documents? Can the union, di erence, intersection of sets of
valid documents speci ed by schemas be in turn described
by another schema? If yes, how can that schema be computed? We next discuss a powerful, e ective tool for dealing with such questions: a remarkable connection between
schemas and tree automata.
XML schemas, tree automata, and logic. We informally review the notion of regular tree language and tree
automaton. Tree automata are devices whose function is to
accept or reject their input, which in the classical framework
is a complete binary tree with nodes labeled with symbols
from some nite alphabet . There are several equivalent
variations of tree automata. A non-deterministic top-down
tree automaton over  has a nite set Q of states, including
a distinguished initial state q0 and an accepting state qf . In
a computation, the automaton labels the nodes of the tree
with states, according to a set of rules, called transitions.
An internal node transition is of the form (a; q) ! (q0 ; q00 ),
for a 2 . It says that, if an internal node has symbol a and
is labeled by state q, then its left and right children may be
labeled by q0 and q00 , respectively. A leaf transition is of the
form (a; q) ! qf for a 2 . It allows changing the label of
a leaf with symbol a from q to the accepting state qf . Each
computation starts by labeling the root with the start state
q0 , and proceeds by labeling the nodes of the trees nondeterministically according to the transitions. The input
tree is accepted if some computation results in labeling all
leaves by qf . A set of complete binary trees is regular i it is
accepted by some top-down tree automaton. Deterministic
and non-deterministic bottom-up automata can also be dened, and they are both equivalent to the non-deterministic
top-down automata.
There is a strong connection between regular tree languages and logic, similar to the string case. As discussed
above, regular languages on strings are precisely those denable by Monadic Second-Order logic (MSO) on the structures representing strings in a standard way. This can be
extended to trees: regular tree languages are precisely those
de nable by MSO on structures representing binary trees.
Regular languages of nite binary trees are surveyed in [50].
There is a prima facie mismatch between DTDs and tree
automata: DTDs describe unranked trees, whereas classical
automata describe binary trees. There are two ways around
this. First, unranked trees can be encoded in a standard
way as binary trees. Alternatively, the machinery and results developed for regular tree languages can be extended to
the unranked case, as described in [20] (an extension for unranked in nite trees is described in [5]). Either way, one can

1 MSO is rst-order logic augmented with quanti cation over
sets.
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prove a surprising and satisfying connection between specialized DTDs and tree automata: they are precisely equivalent
[20, 92].
The equivalence of specialized DTDs and tree automata is
a powerful tool for understanding XML schema languages.
Properties of regular tree languages transfer to specialized
DTDs, including closure under union, di erence, complement, decidability of emptiness (in ptime) and inclusion (in
exptime), etc. Moreover, automata techniques can yield
algorithmic insight into processing DTDs. For example,
the naive algorithm for checking validity of an XML document with respect to a specialized DTD is exponential in
the size of the document (due to guessing specializations for
labels). However, the existence of a bottom-up deterministic automaton equivalent to the specialized DTD shows that
validity can be checked in linear time by a single bottom-up
pass on the document.

stating that all paths starting at site CS-Department whose
nal label is Stanford-CS-Main lead back to that site.
The implication problem for path constraints is a core
technical issue. For example, testing if a path query p can
be replaced by a \simpler" path query q given structural
constraints and caching information captured by a set  of
path constraints amounts to verifying that  j= (p = q).
For instance, suppose we know that every path ending by
label l returns to the source site, i.e.  l = ". Suppose
query p = (la + lb) d must be executed at this site. It
can be shown that p is equivalent to (a + b)d. This query
is likely to be simpler than the original; in particular, it is
non-recursive and so is guaranteed to terminate.
It turns out that the general implication problem for regular path queries is decidable in 2-expspace [9]. This is
shown by placing a bound of the minimum size of data
graphs providing a counter-example to the implication. A
more tractable case is that of word constraints of the form
u  v where u; v are single words. The implication problem
for word constraints is in ptime, and implication of path
constraints by word constraints is in pspace. Interestingly,
the implication of word constraints can be reduced to testing
satis ability of an FO2 sentence2 , which is known to be decidable in nexptime [54]. The improved ptime bound is obtained in [9] by showing that the language fv j  j= u = vg
is regular and an automaton accepting it can be constructed
in ptime from  and u.
It turns out that more complex path constraints are needed
in many situations. For example, the paths considered above
always start at the root of the data graph. It is useful to also
allow de ning a limited scope for the constraints by using
as root any internal node reachable from the global root by
some speci ed path. This gives rise to constraints [p  q]@r,
meaning that p  q holds from every node reachable from
the root by a path in r. Surprisingly, this seemingly benign
extension has dramatic impact on the earlier decidability
results: the implication problem becomes undecidable even
when p; q are words and r is a single letter! (The proof, presented in [28], is by reduction of the word problem for nite
monoids.) Such constraints, as well as extensions allowing
to express inverse relationships (e.g. the takes relationship
from students to courses is the inverse of the taken-by relationship from courses to students) are studied in [27, 28].
The interaction of schemas and constraints is also studied
there, and it is shown that schemas have signi cant impact
on the constraint implication problem: some instances of the
problem that are decidable in the schema-less case become
undecidable when schemas are present, and conversely.
Constraints in XML. Just as in semi-structured data,
there is a natural need to express inclusion dependencies
in XML documents. In addition, key constraints are part
of various schema proposals, such as XML Schema. Both
types of constraints also arise in XML documents that are
generated from databases.
In XML, both key constraints and inclusion dependencies involve the data values associated to the leaves of XML
documents (or to values of attributes viewed as leaf elements), whereas in semi-structured data inclusion dependencies refer to the nodes themselves (data values can be easily modeled as nodes, whereas doing this in XML would destroy the tree structure of documents). Inclusion dependen-

2.4 Constraints

Constraints are essential ingredients to classical databases.
While their primary role is as a lter of invalid data, they
are also useful in query optimization, schema design, and
choice of ecient storage and access methods. The most
common database constraints are functional dependencies
(fds) and inclusion dependencies (incds). Not surprisingly,
these continue to be important in semi-structured data and
XML. However, the di erence in frameworks leads to significant di erences in how constraints are speci ed and their
properties.
Constraints in semi-structured data. The constraints
that have emerged for semi-structured data are mostly variants of inclusion dependencies. These are expressed using
path constraints. There can be viewed as logical statements
whose atoms are expressions of the form r(x; y) where r is a
regular expression over the set  of labels of the data graph.
Intuitively, r(x; y) states that y can be reached from x by a
path whose labels spell a word in r. For example, consider
again the relational database in Figure 2 and its representation as a data graph in Figure 3. Suppose we wish to state
the inclusion dependency R[A]  Q[C ]. In the database,
this is easily done using the schema. In the data graph,
referring to A and C is done by specifying how they can
be reached from the root. This can be done using a path
constraint of the form
8x[database.R.tup.A(root; x) !
database.Q.tup.C(root; x)]
For simplicity, we abbreviate the statement 8x[p(root; x) !
q(root; x)] by p  q (and p = q stands for p  q and q  p).
There are many other scenarios in which path constraints
arise naturally. They may capture, for instance, structural
information about a Web site (or a collection of sites) or
cached information. For example, consider the two paths:
p1 = CS-Department DB-group Ullman Classes cs345
p2 = CS-Department Courses cs345
It may be the case that starting from some site Stanford,
the paths p1 and p2 lead to the same object. Thus, the path
constraint p1 = p2 holds at site Stanford. Similarly, at the
site CS-Department one could have the constraint
 Stanford-CS-Main = 

2 FO2
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denotes the FO sentences using only two variables.

cies in XML can be expressed much like in semi-structured
data using path expressions, with extensions for the nonunary case [44]. Key constraints can be formalized as a pair
(q; fp1 ; : : : ; pn g) where q and the pi's are path expressions.
Intuitively, q identi es the elements e to which the key constraint applies and p1 ; : : : pn the nodes whose data values
collectively identify each element e. More precisely, if e; f
are nodes reachable from the root by paths in q, the node ei
is reachable from e by a path in pi , the node fi is reachable
from f by a path in pi , and the values of ei and fi are equal,
1  i  n, then e and f are the same node. Note that this
de nition uses separate notions of value equality and node
equality.
The implication problem for key constraints as above is
harder than in the relational case, because it involves reasoning about regular path expressions (and recall that equivalence of regular expressions in isolation is already pspacehard [47]). Restrictions on the path expressions leading to
an O(n2 ) algorithm for testing implication are shown in [23].
There is an intricate interaction between XML constraints
and DTDs. As shown in [43], the satis ability problem for
key and foreign key constraints becomes undecidable in the
presence of DTDs (and is np-complete in the unary case),
whereas it is trivial in classical databases. The impact of
DTDs and other schema formalisms on constraints is interesting both theoretically and practically, and remains largely
unexplored. A survey of constraints in semi-structured data
and XML is presented in [26]. Constraints in semi-structured
data are also discussed in [2].
3.

generic: their answers depend only on the logical level of
data. More formally, queries commute with isomorphisms
of the input.
On the Web, the distinction between logical and physical levels is much less clear. Are URLs logical, or physical? Queries certainly do not treat them equally, and we
would not want them to. Does the display of information
in a Web page convey logical information, or is it purely
physical? How about the geographical location of the Web
site? Unfortunately there is no single, clear-cut answer. As
a corollary, query genericity is also a much less robust and
useful notion.
Order. The issue of order plays a central role in the theory
of query languages. Databases are typically unordered, and
the lack of order has dramatic impact on query language
expressiveness. As one example, on ordered databases the
xpoint queries express exactly ptime ([100, 62], see also [4]).
In the absence of order, xpoint cannot express even simple
queries like the parity of a set. In fact, it is conjectured that
there is no language expressing ptime [56].
Data on the Web, as viewed by queries, seems to be in
many cases naturally ordered. Queries against the Web as
a whole tend to be navigational. They explore the Web following hyperlinks from signi cant entry points (which might
be xed or obtained by search engines). This induces an ordering on the data. In more limited scenarios, the target
of the query may be an XML document, which is again ordered. The presence of order is mixed news. In principle,
it should be good news for query language expressiveness,
although this remains to be demonstrated. But unordered
data has some advantages that may be lost, including better
potential for query optimization and parallel evaluation.
Since databases are unordered and XML is ordered, this
leads to a replay of the infamous impedance mismatch between database query languages and general programming
languages [15]. When databases are exported as XML views,
the order in the XML documents must be made up in some
arbitrary fashion, not determined by the database. This
may lead to inconsistencies when the XML view of the database is consumed by XML queries, which generally assume
the order has semantic signi cance. Eliminating this mismatch would require enriching the XML model to accommodate a mix of ordered and unordered data.
Query complexity. How to measure the complexity of
a query posed against the Web is a puzzling question. In
database theory, characterizing a query in complexity-theoretic terms provides a rst-cut at evaluating its diculty. The
rst-order queries have complexity logspace in the size of
the database, and this is often considered reasonable. However, this paradigm is unlikely to transfer to the Web. Indeed, it is hard to imagine that a query that takes logspace
(or any other standard complexity bound) in the size of
the Web could be considered reasonable. Moreover, if a
query is evaluated against the live Web, the cost of accessing
and shipping information across the network is paramount.
There have been various attempts to develop cost models
that take such factors into account. For example, a cost
model distinguishing local and remote links is proposed in
[76] in conjunction with the language WebSQL.
A more radical proposal was put forward in [10], where
it is suggested that the Web is best modeled by an in nite
graph (where each node has nite out-degree but possibly

QUERIES ON THE WEB

Much of classical database theory revolves around the
theory of query languages. In the relational framework,
this is solid, familiar ground. Queries are de ned as computable, generic mappings from relational databases to relations. A language is complete if it expresses all queries.
There is a well-understood hierarchy of languages, ranging
from the conjunctive queries, relational calculus and algebra, and Datalog, all the way to complete languages. Relational calculus is so much a standard that it is used as a
yardstick, yielding the notion of \relational completeness".
Complexity classes provide a language-independent measure
for expressiveness.
In the Web scenario, much of this foundation is shaken.
The data to be queried is often a moving target, so queries
do not always have a well-de ned input. There are no
well-accepted yardsticks for expressiveness to replace relational completeness and no nice match to query complexity
classes. Query languages mix declarative and navigational
features, they usually involve limited recursion, and idiosyncratic forms of negation. The expressiveness of the various
languages is hard to characterize, since they are sometimes
not even closed under composition. In short, we are in for a
challenging but fascinating ride.
3.1 Back to Basics

Let us rst revisit some of the basic elements in the classical theory of query languages.
Data independence and genericity. Perhaps the single
most signi cant distinguishing characteristic of a database
is data independence, the separation of the logical and physical levels of data. A direct consequence is that queries are
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in nite in-degree), just like computers with potentially very
large but nite memory are best modeled by Turing machines with in nite tapes. In this model, exhaustive exploration of the Web is penalized by a non-terminating computation. This draws a sharp distinction between exhaustive
exploration of the Web and more controlled forms of computation. Consider a simple model of queries as mappings
from the Web (an in nite rooted graph) returning a subset
of its nodes. Queries can then be classi ed into several categories: (i) nitely computable queries are always evaluated
in nite time on the in nite Web; (ii) eventually computable
queries are non-terminating queries with possibly in nite
answers, and each node in the answer can be output after nite time with no need to backtrack; and (iii) non-eventually
computable queries (all others).
For example, the following query is nitely computable:
Find all nodes reachable from the root by a path of length
at most 3. The following queries are eventually computable
but not nitely computable: (i) Find all nodes reachable
from the root, and (ii) Output the root i it belongs to some
cycle. Note that the latter query always has a nite answer. Nonetheless it is not nitely computable. The following seemingly innocuous query (which also has a nite
answer) is not even eventually computable: Output the root
i it is not referenced by any other node. It is not clear
whether the above classi cation has a natural nitary analog.
A similar classi cation can be applied to standard query
languages. Relational calculus can express non-eventually
computable queries, but a \positive" fragment can be dened that only expresses eventually computable queries. The
Datalog: languages yield some surprises: the standard semantics, strati ed and well-founded [51], are ill-suited for
expressing eventually computable queries, whereas the inationary semantics [8, 69] turns out to be naturally suited
to express such queries, and thus has an advantage over the
rst two semantics [10].

pattern used to extract bindings for a set of variables, and
(ii) a construct clause indicating how to build the answer
from the set of bindings found in (i). The pattern in (i) is in
the spirit of conjunctive queries, except more navigational in
avor and extended with limited recursion. The pattern can
be viewed as a \map" indicating how to reach the variables
from the root or from each other by regular path expressions.
Thus, the pattern is a graph of variables strongly connected
to the root and labeled by regular path expressions. In the
case of XML, the graph is a tree and the data values associated to nodes can be explicitly compared, allowing to
perform data joins (recall that in the semi-structured model
data values are also nodes, so the distinction is not needed).
Variables in the pattern bind to nodes in the input that can
reach each other by paths matching the regular expressions
in the pattern. For example, consider again XML documents
: section;
described by the DTD root
section ! intro; section ; conc
A query against such documents might use the pattern
root

section*
X
intro

conc

Y

Z

The variable X binds to sections, Y binds to X 's introduction, and Z to X 's conclusion.
The construct clause speci es how to build the answer
from the set of bindings. In languages for semi-structured
data, the output is a labeled graph; in languages for XML,
it is a labeled tree. Thus, the construct clause provides, in
languages for XML or semi-structured data, a way to specify the nodes in the answer, as well as the links between the
nodes and the (node or edge) labels. For example, a construct clause for the query with the above pattern might be:
answer

3.2 Query Languages

The query languages proposed in the context of the Web
vary depending on the target data. Some languages are
aimed at querying the Web as a whole, based on the hyperlink structure of Web pages. Such languages include
WebSQL [76] and W3QL [70]. Other languages are aimed
at semi-structured data, such as Lorel [6] and UnQL [25].
StruQL is part of the Strudel Web site management system, and allows de ning linked Web pages as views of semistructured data inputs [45]. A query language for semistructured data based on the ambient calculus (a modal
logic for mobile computation) has recently been proposed
[32]. There has been a urry of proposals for XML query
languages, including XML-QL [40], XSLT (W3C Web site),
XMAS [16], XQL [95], XDuce [60, 61], and Quilt [33].
A survey of the query languages for semi-structured data
and XML is beyond the scope of this paper (see [1] for a
survey on querying semi-structured data). Query languages
for XML are in a state of ux, and there is no de nitive
winner so far3 . However, two fairly stable paradigms seem
to emerge across various languages, well illustrated by XMLQL (or Lorel) and XSLT.
In the rst approach, a query consists of two parts: (i) a
3 The most recent XML query language proposal from W3C
is X-Query (see the W3C Web site).

section(X)

intro(X,Y)

conc(X,Z)

This speci es an answer as follows. One node section(X )
is created for each binding of X . For each binding of X; Y ,
a node labeled intro(X; Y ) is created, and for each binding of X; Z a node conc(X; Z ) is created. (The expressions
section(X), intro(X,Y), conc(X,Z) are referred to as Skolem
functions, see [2].) For each binding of X; Y; Z , the nodes are
linked as speci ed. So the answer consists of the unnested
sequence of sections, and for each section its introduction
and conclusion. Some languages, such as XML-QL, allow
nesting of queries within the construct clause.
Several subtleties distinguish XML from semi-structured
data. First, it must be ensured that the output is a tree, so
care must be taken in how links are speci ed. Second, the
output must be an ordered tree, so mechanisms are needed
for specifying the desired order. The order induced on the
bindings by the input tree is usually the default. Also, some
query languages (e.g. XMAS, YATL) allow querying the
order of the input tree, by placing ordering conditions on
variables in the pattern bound to sibling nodes, and even
using horizontal path expressions among them.
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In the languages described above, the depth of nesting
of the construct clause is statically determined by the syntax of the query. This is a serious limitation. For example,
one cannot make a simple change to an XML document,
such as replacing all name labels occurring under person
by pname, without knowing its structure. Intuitively, such
a query has the avor of a tree transformation, where the
output is obtained by modifying recursively the input tree.
The language XSLT allows de ning such transformations
(and much more complex ones!) using structural recursion
on trees. For example, (using the notation a(t1 ; t2 ) to denote
a tree with root a and subtrees t1 ; t2 ), the above transformation can be expressed on binary trees as the function f
de ned by structural recursion as follows:

can be moved.
The transducer works as follows. The computation starts
by placing pebble 1 on the root. At each point, pebbles
1; 2; : : : ; i are on the tree, for some i 2 f1; : : : ; kg; pebble i
is called the current pebble, and the node on which it sits is
the current node. The current pebble serves as the head of
the machine. The machine decides which transition to make,
based on the following information: the current state, the
symbol under the current pebble, and the presence/absence
of the other i , 1 pebbles on the current node. There are
two kinds of transitions: move and output transitions. Move
transitions are of four kinds: they can place a new pebble,
pick the current pebble, or move the current pebble in one
of the four directions down-left, down-right, up-left, up-right
(one edge only). If a move in the speci ed direction is not
possible, the transition does not apply. After each move
transition the machine enters a new state, as speci ed by
the transition.
An output transition emits some labeled node and does
not move the input head. There are two kinds of output
transitions. In a binary output the machine spawns two
computation branches computing the left and right child respectively. Both branches inherit the positions of all pebbles
on the input, and do not communicate; each moves the k
pebbles independently of the other. In a nullary output the
node being output is a leaf and that branch of computation
halts.
Looking at the global picture, the machine starts with
a single computation branch and no output nodes. After
a while it has constructed some top fragment of the output
tree, and several computation branches continue to compute
the remaining output subtrees. The entire computation terminates when all computation branches terminate.
It turns out that all transformations over unranked trees
over a given nite alphabet expressed in existing XML query
languages (XML-QL, Lorel, StruQL, UnQL, and a fragment
of XSLT) can be expressed as k-pebble transducers. This
does not extend to queries with joins on data values, since
these require an in nite alphabet. However, k-pebble transducers can be easily extended to handle data values. Details,
as well as examples, can be found in [78].
What is the data complexity of k-pebble transducers? In
the case of a deterministic transducer T , there exists a ptime
algorithm that computes a representation of T (t) for an input tree t. It is easy to see that the actual output T (t) can
have size exponential in t. Still, the algorithm will produce
a polynomial-size encoding of T (t), as a DAG. In the case of
non-deterministic k-pebble transducers we need to be more
careful what the ptime data complexity means. In particular T can produce an in nite set of outputs for a given t. It
can be shown, however, that for each input tree t, (1) the
set T (t) is a regular tree language, and (2) one can construct
in ptime (in the size of t) a tree automaton At that accepts
the language T (t).
The k-pebble transducers generalize several known formalisms. Aho and Ullman [12] introduce tree-walking automata. These devices have a single head which can move
up and down the tree, starting from the root. The set of tree
languages accepted by a tree-walking automata is included
in the set of regular tree languages, but it is a long-standing
open problem whether the inclusion is strict [42]. The question whether k-pebble transducers can simulate all bottomup transducers can be reduced to this open problem (in fact

f (x(t1 ; t2 )) = if x 6= person then x(f (t1 ); f (t2 ))
else x(g(t1); g(t2 ))
g(x(t1; t2 )) = if x =
6 name then x(g(t1); g(t2))
else pname(g(t1); g(t2 ))

The expressiveness of the query languages for XML and
semi-structured data is not easy to characterize. Languages
in the style of XML-QL appear to be a mix of useful but
rather ad-hoc features. They have limited recursion, in the
style of Datalog chain queries. They mix declarative and
navigational features. The common core is monotonic, but
monotonicity is lost under minor variations in the use of regular path expressions. Their data complexity is polynomial,
but some variants are not even closed under composition.
For example, suppose the language has horizontal path expressions. Consider the DTD root ! a , a ! b . Consider
the query on trees satisfying the DTD, asking whether the
total number of b's in the input is even. This is not expressible by a single query in the languages described. However,
it is the composition of two queries: the rst extracts all
b's under a new root. The second checks the parity of the
sequence of b's using a horizontal path expression.
Thus, the classes of queries expressed by the languages for
XML and semi-structured data appear to be rather idiosyncratic and to lack robustness. Nonetheless, we show next
that there is a formal framework that convincingly subsumes
all of the XML languages: tree transducers.
3.3 XML queries and tree transducers

K-pebble transducers. XML query languages take trees

as input and produce trees as output. Despite their diversity,
it turns out that their tree manipulation capabilities are
subsumed by a single model of tree transducer, called kpebble transducer [78]. This provides a uniform framework
for measuring the expressiveness of XML languages, and it
is instrumental in developing static analysis techniques. In
Section 4 we will see how the transducers can be used for
typechecking XML queries.
The k-pebble transducer uses up to k pebbles to mark
certain nodes in the tree. Transitions are determined by
the current node symbol, the current state, and by the existence/absence of the various pebbles on the node. The
pebbles are ordered and numbered 1; 2; : : : ; k. The machine
can place pebbles on the root, move them around, and remove them. In order to limit the power of the transducer
the use of pebbles is restricted by a stack discipline: pebbles
are placed on the tree in order and removed in reverse order,
and only the highest-numbered pebble present on the tree
9

the two problems become equivalent, when k = 1). For the
case of strings, the analog of tree-walking automata are precisely the two-way automata, which are known to express
all regular languages.
String automata with a rather restricted form of k-pebbles
are considered by Goberman and Harel [52]. They prove
certain lower bounds in the gap of succinctness of the expressibility of such automata. Similarly, it turns out that
the emptiness problem for k-pebble automata has a nonelementary lower bound.
Other models. Another transducer model for XML queries,
called query automaton, is described in [85]. This work was
the rst to use MSO to study query languages for XML.
Query automata, however, di er signi cantly from k-pebble
transducers: they take an XML input tree and return a
set of nodes in the tree. By contrast a k-pebble transducer
returns a new output tree. Several abstractions of XML languages are studied in [74], and connections to extended treewalking transducers with look-ahead are established. Various static analysis problems are considered, such as termination, emptiness, and usefulness of rules. It is also shown
that ranges of the transducers are closed under intersection
with generalized DTDs (de ned by tree regular grammars).
Tree-walking automata and their relationship to logic and
regular tree languages are further studied in [87].
Another computation model for trees, based on attribute
grammars, is considered in [84]. These capture queries that
return sets or tuples of nodes from the input trees. Two
main variants are considered. The rst expresses all unary
queries de nable by MSO formulas. The second captures
precisely the queries de nable by rst-order inductions of
linear depth. Equivalently, these are the queries computable
on a parallel random access machine with polynomially many
processors. These precise characterizations in terms of logic
and complexity suggest that attribute grammars provide a
natural and robust querying mechanism for labeled trees.
To remedy the low expressiveness of pattern languages
based on regular path expressions, a guarded fragment of
MSO that is equivalent to MSO but that can be evaluated
much more eciently is studied in [86, 96]. For example,
it is shown that this fragment of MSO can express FO extended with regular path expressions. In [18] a formal model
for XSLT is de ned incorporating features like modes, variables, and parameter passing. Although this model is not
computational complete, it can simulate k-pebble transducers, even extended with equality tests on data values. Consequently, and contrary to conventional wisdom, XSLT can
simulate all of XML-QL!
Feedback into automata theory. The match between
XML and automata theory is very promising, but is not
without its problems. The classical formalism sometimes
needs to be adapted or extended to t the needs of XML.
For example, tree automata are de ned for ranked trees,
but XML documents are unranked trees. This required extending the theory of regular tree languages to unranked
trees [20], and has given rise to a fertile line of research into
formalisms for unranked trees. This includes extensions of
tree transducers [74], push-down tree automata [82], attribute grammars [83], and caterpillar expressions [21]. Another mismatch arises from the fact that XML documents
have data values, corresponding to trees over in nite alphabets. Regular tree languages over in nite alphabets have

not been studied, although some investigations consider the
string case [64, 88]. The k-pebble transducer can be easily extended with tests on data values, corresponding to the
data joins in most XML query languages. XML schema
languages contain new constructs allowing to specify exible order constraints, and in particular to mix ordered and
unordered data. XML query languages in turn provide constructs to specify the ordering of nodes in the answer. Neither aspect is captured by traditional tree automata and
transducer models.
Other interesting questions involve the processing of XML,
including validation with respect to DTDs, and computing
queries. Of special interest is the processing of streaming
XML (e.g., see [63]). Formalizing this would require automata and transducer models that perform a single traversal of the input tree in depth- rst, left-to-right order.
XML is already stimulating new research directions in language theory, and this trend is likely to amplify. A successful
relationship will be a symbiotic one, in the mold of relational
database theory and nite-model theory.
4. TYPECHECKING XML QUERIES

In relational databases, typechecking is a non-issue4 : in
the standard relational query languages, the schema of the
result is apparent from the syntax of the query. The situation is very di erent for XML. Whether the result of an XML
query (or transformation) always satis es a target DTD is
far from obvious. Moreover, this is an important question
in many scenarios. A typical one is data integration, where
a user community would agree on a common DTD and on
producing only XML documents that are valid with respect
to the speci ed DTD.
The (static) typechecking problem is the following: given
an input XML schema d (e.g., a DTD) a query q, and an
output schema d0 , is it the case that q(sat(d))  sat(d0 ) ?
Related to the typechecking problem is the type inference problem5 : given an input schema d and a query q,
compute an output schema q(d) for q(sat(d)). This can
mean several things. If q(sat(d))  sat(q(d)) then the
inference algorithm computing q(d) is sound, and this is
clearly a minimum requirement. Ideally, it would also be
the case that q(sat(d)) = sat(q(d)); then the inference algorithm is said to be sound and complete. Note that, in
particular, a sound and complete inference algorithm would
also solve the typechecking problem. Indeed, to verify that
q(sat(d))  sat(0d0) it would be sucient to check that
sat(q(d))  sat(d ), which is decidable.
Unfortunately, sound and complete type inference is not
possible for standard XML queries. For example, consider
again the input DTD
root : section;

section ! intro; section ; conc

and the query that collects all the leaves of input documents.
The output consists of the strings of well-balanced parenthesis where intro is the open and conc the closed parenthesis.
This is not a regular language, so cannot be speci ed by
a DTD. If DTDs are extended with specialization and the
ability to specify the content of elements by context-free
4 However, typing polymorphic relational algebra is far from
trivial,
see [39].
5 The variant we state di ers from that used in programming
languages by assuming the input type is given.
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languages, then sound and complete type inference can be
achieved in restricted cases. For example, it is shown in [92]
that this can be done for XML-QL style queries without data
joins, limited to selection of subtrees from the input. This
can be extended to a sound but incomplete inference algorithm for queries with more complex constructed answers.
Another approach to incomplete type inference is taken by
XDuce [60, 61]. In XDuce, types are essentially specialized
DTDs. Recursive functions can be de ned over XML data
by pattern matching against regular expressions. XDuce
performs static typechecking for these functions, verifying
that the output of a function will always be of the claimed
output type. However, the typechecking algorithm is only
sound, not complete: one can write in XDuce a function
that always returns results of the required output type, but
that the typechecker rejects. This is expected in a generalpurpose language that can express non-terminating functions. XDuce focuses on making the typechecker practical,
both for the application writer and for the language implementer. A similar approach is taken by YATL [37, 36]. This
language for semistructured data has an original type system, based on unordered types. Like XDuce, YATL admits
incomplete type inference.
It turns out that sound and complete typechecking can
be performed for a wide variety of XML languages so long
as they query the tree structure of the input but not its
data values. This is explored in [78] using the k-pebble
transducer. As discussed earlier, this subsumes the tree manipulation core of most XML languages. Typechekcing can
be done by means of inverse type inference. Suppose d is
an input specialized DTD (or, equivalently, a tree automaton), and d0 an output specialized DTD. Consider a k-pebble
transducer T . It can be shown that T ,1 (sat(d0)) is always
a regular tree language, for which a tree automaton can be
e ectively constructed from T and d0 . Then typechecking
amounts to checking that sat(d)  T ,1 (sat(d0)), which is
decidable.
There are several limitations to the above approach. First,
the complexity of typechecking in its full generality is very
high { a tower of exponentials of height equal to the number of pebbles, so non-elementary. Thus, general typechecking appears to be prohibitively expensive. However, the
approach can be used in restricted cases of practical interest for which typechecking can be reduced to emptiness of
automata with very few pebbles. Even one or two pebbles
can be quite powerful. For example, typechecking selection
XML-QL queries without joins (i.e., queries that extract the
list of bindings of a variable occurring in a tree pattern) can
be reduced to emptiness of a 1-pebble automaton with exponentially many states.
Another limitation has to do with data values. In general,
the presence of data values leads to undecidability of typechecking. For example, if k-pebble transducers are extended
with equality tests on the data values sitting under the pebbles, even emptiness is undecidable. However, the approach
can be extended to restricted classes of queries with data
value joins. One such class consists of the queries where
all equality tests performed are independent of each other.
Consequently, all truth assignments to the equality tests are
consistent. As far as typechecking is concerned, the actual
equality tests can therefore be replaced by nondeterministic
guesses of their truth value, without the risk of inconsistent
guesses. A comprehensive study of typechecking in the pres-

ence of data values is provided in [14], where a fairly tight
boundary of decidability is traced.
Another twist in the typechekcing problem arises in the increasingly common scenario of relational databases exporting XML views of the data. Queries are then mappings
from relations to trees. For example, SilkRoute is a research prototype enabling the de nition of XML views from
a relational database [46]. The typechecking problem now
asks whether all views generated from the database satisfy
a target DTD, possibly specialized. The database itself may
satisfy given integrity constraints. This problem is investigated in [13], using an abstraction of the query language of
SilkRoute. Once again, the general problem is undecidable,
and the limits of decidability are established.
5. NEW FRONTIERS

As we have seen, database theory has made a good start in
providing foundations for semi-structured data, XML, query
languages, schemas, constraints, and typechekcing. But this
is only the beginning. Many Web applications and scenarios
remain to be tackled, and provide a new frontier for database
theory. We brie y discuss some of them.
Data integration. Providing integrated access to multiple data sources is a long-standing problem that has again
assumed central importance in many Web applications. To
begin, a common schema for the integrated data is chosen.
Then the connection between the sources and the integrated
data must be established. This may be done automatically,
using classi cation techniques such as described in Section
2.3 [80]. Alternatively, the connection may be explicitly dened. There are two main ways to do this. First, the integrated data can be de ned as a view of the sources. Queries
posed against the integrated view must then be translated
into queries against the sources. However, this is not always
easy to do eciently if the view is not materialized. Instead,
the relationship between sources and integrated data can be
turned on its head: each source can be de ned as a view of
the (virtual) integrated data. The problem of answering a
query can then be elegantly modeled as one of view-based
query answering. Answering a query amounts to rewriting
it using the views. This is a well-studied problem, of interest in many applications ranging from query optimization to
caching. It has been mostly investigated and largely solved
for relational databases, and views and queries de ned by
conjunctive queries (see the survey [57]). In the framework
of data integration, there are speci c diculties. First, the
sources may have limited capabilities, including restricted
access patterns requiring that some attributes be provided
before others can be accessed [94]. Second, the requirement
that the rewritten query be equivalent to the original can
often be relaxed: it is sucient if the rewritten query provides a subset of the real answer, preferably maximal. Finally, query rewriting for semi-structured data and XML is
largely unexplored. Complexity results on query rewriting
for queries and views de ned by regular path expressions are
provided in [29, 31, 30].
An interesting approach to the problem of view-based
query answering is in terms of incomplete information [3,
55]. The views provided by the sources form a representation system for incomplete information: a set of views represents the databases in their pre-image. It is then possible
to de ne the certain answers to a query q. A tuple t is in the
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certain answer to q given a set V of views, if t 2 q(D) for all
databases D in the pre-image of V . Othogonally, one can
make a closed-world or an open-world assumption on the
sources. Under the open world assumptions, each source
contains only a subset of the tuples in the view de ning it;
under the closed-world assumption, it contains all tuples in
the view.
Hidden data. Not all Web sources mean to explicitly export their data. A lot of valuable information is hidden
on Web sites behind restricted interfaces. These may consist of forms accurately modeled by limited access patterns
(such as those studied in [94, 38]), but may also involve
a more complex application-speci c protocol. Extracting
such data automatically is a dicult task. It requires developing formalisms for specifying the operational aspect of
Web applications and using the speci cations to generate
evaluation plans for queries. Beyond queries, integrated applications, such as comparative shopping, take data integration one step further by bringing a work ow component into
the picture. Some recent research has started tackling such
problems (e.g., see [77]).
Privacy, protection, cryptography. The converse to accessing hidden data is protecting data as it is transferred
or processed by third-party Web servers, as well as the privacy of users, including their identity and the data they
access. This brings to the fore the largely unexplored issue
of integrating database technology and cryptography in the
context of the Web.
Work ows for interactive web sites. Many interactive,
data-intensive applications are governed by intricate workows that are of interest in their own right. These include
e-commerce, digital government, Web-based collaboration,
scienti c data sources, etc. For example, e-commerce applications use \business models" to specify a protocol of exchanges among partners to a transaction. Typically, this
occurs in a data-intensive fashion, with many agents interacting with a Web site simultaneously. It therefore makes
sense to approach such applications with a database lens, in
order to integrate the data and work ow aspects. In this
light, business models are reminiscent of active databases.
They can be programmed in a similar manner, and may be
amenable to static analysis.
One formal model that captures the interactive Web site
scenario is the relational transducer [11]. In this model, the
state of the application is described by a relational database.
The interaction from the outside world is captured by a sequence of input relations. The application responds by a sequence of output relations. Thus, the model can be viewed
as a machine that translates an input sequence of relations
into an output sequence of relations. For example, consider
an e-commerce site where a customer interacts with the site
by two input predicates, order(x; y) and pay(x; y). Catalog information about product price is provided by a relation price(x; y). The system responds to inputs with output
predicates sendbill(x; y) and deliver(x). In the process it
may consult relation price, and update the state information. A run of a transducer consists of a sequence of inputs
and the sequence of outputs generated in response to each
of the inputs.
The static analysis of relational transducers is studied in
[11, 97]. For instance, goal reachability asks if some goal

can be achieved by some run of the transducer, possibly
with some preconditions. In the example, one might wish
to verify that it is possible to achieve the goal deliver(x)
as long as 9y price(x; y) holds in the database. In general,
however, the problem can be much more complicated. A
question of a slightly di erent avor is verifying temporal
properties satis ed by all runs. For instance, the supplier
may wish to verify that a product is never delivered before
it has been paid. Such questions turn out to be decidable
for restricted relational transducers. However, this is just a
rst step in exploring this multi-faceted topic. One interesting, more complex scenario arises from the interaction of
multiple sites, each governed by its own business model.
Data and schema mining. Mining is a useful approach
when dealing with large collections of data holding information of potential interest that needs to be discovered. This
makes the Web a prime candidate for mining. In the context
of the Web, di erent avors of mining come up naturally, depending on the focus of the application. Data mining may
concern the patterns of hyperlinks among Web pages, used
to identify authorities, hubs, or Web communities (see the
survey [67]). Other variants of data mining may involve
identifying sites of interest to a particular topic or application [19]. Data mining on the Web may involve sophisticated algorithms and techniques from information retrieval
and machine learning. XML schema mining arises as data
in various formats is wrapped to produce large collections of
XML data. These collections need DTDs, that may be hard
to extract manually. An alternative is to mine candidate
DTDs from the collection. This raises dicult questions of
balancing accuracy and conciseness among the many possible DTDs. As a simple example, suppose the data consists of
a nite set of words fw1 ; : : : ; wn g. There is always an exact
description of the set as a regular expression: w1 + : : : + wn .
However, this is too large to be practical. The description
should be relaxed at the cost of allowing some words not
in the language. However, the criteria for a good compromise are far from clear. The mining of regular expression
patterns is discussed in [49] (see also the survey [48]).
Querying the XML-ized Web. With the emergence of
XML as the likely standard for data representation and exchange on the Web, there is increased interest in services
aimed speci cally at the collection of XML documents on
the Web. One approach to querying the XML-ized Web is in
a decentralized fashion, exempli ed by the Niagara project
at the University of Wisconsin [35]. This approach raises
very interesting questions related to the distributed, agentbased evaluation of Web queries. An alternative approach
is the centralized one, whereby the XML data on the Web
is collected and queries in a central repository. This is exempli ed by the Xyleme project at INRIA, recently spun
o as a start-up (see [89, 90]). The centralized approach
raises complex problems related to refresh policies, answering queries in the presence of partially stale data, etc. On
the other hand, it also provides opportunities for sophisticated services such as temporal querying of XML documents
(with versions), querying changes to XML documents, subscription services, and making use of push and pull technologies. The problem of detecting and managing change is a
dicult one. Besides the algorithmic, indexing, and storage
aspects, this is complicated by the lack of uniform semantics attached to the syntax of XML documents. When does
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a change in the ordering of elements signify a meaningful
change in an XML document? Unfortunately, there is no
uniform answer. In some cases order is semantically crucial,
while in others it is an accident. The latter can arise due to
the impedance mismatch between unordered databases and
ordered XML, as wrappers generate arbitrary orderings for
XML documents representing unordered database.
Since the information in a Web repository is never complete, one interesting problem is the representation and querying of XML documents with incomplete information. This
is explored in [7]. Incomplete information is also useful in
other contexts, such as semantic caching.
Information retrieval and meta-data. The Web is by no
means the exclusive domain of databases. To the contrary,
other paradigms such as information retrieval (IR) are tough
competitors and play a central role in extracting information
from the Web. Search engines use a mix of database and
IR techniques, but within a very limited framework. The
integration of the IR and database paradigms in the context
of the Web remains an essential goal.
Meta-data, such as ontologies associated with speci c application domains, may provide a welcome bridge between
IT and databases. Ontologies provide structure and limits missing from IR at large, but essential to the database
paradigm. Technically, they bring to the fore description
logics, used to e ectively specify and reason about classications and properties of objects. Description logics are
fragments of FO, some included in FO2 . It is well-known
that FO2 has many nice properties that the full FO lacks,
such as decidability of satis ability [79]. This explains why
reasoning with ontologies can be tractable. A survey of description logics is provided in [73].
6.
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